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Trump was needed for Kamala Harris to rise. In Quantum Mechanics the present can be ‘collapsed’
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Trump was needed for Kamala Harris to rise. In Quantum Mechanics the present can be ‘collapsed’ in the future.* The future is already influencing the present. (August 16, 2020)

August 16, 2020

I was terribly upset with Lalita when she quit a few weeks ago just because the subjects were new and difficult to understand. We had a long conversation around midnight and—given years of emphasis that she must think with her own mind and not be influenced by anyone, even me—she told me with cool confidence that she will try to understand the truth on her own i.e., through prayer, church, pastor pampering, and dumpster dogma.**

I told her point-blank: “You will be raped for life” and that “You have absolutely, absolutely, absolutely no chance of ever knowing the Kingdom of God”.

So Lalita asked for two of the best books on Quantum Mechanics. Today I came across two excellent articles relevant to awakening, the second being: The future is already collapsing the present.* i.e., it is in the collapsing of the other Quantum potentialities in the present that the future—of which we are trying to bring into our consciousness in 2020—will have the probability that HALF THE SKY is trying to achieve by 2050. In scientific terms, we are today being influenced by the future that is still 30 years away! If there had been no Trump yesterday there would have been no Kamala Harris today.

Quantum Mechanics is very weird for atheist scientists and those with “Old Man with a beard” or “Wailing Wall” PhDs. However, it is considered satanic at King Abdulaziz University, a blasphemy fit for beheading at Deera Square in downtown Riyadh. It is “Chop-chop square” for anyone who dares exclaim “I am the Observer”, which must scientifically translate into “I am the Allah”.

Muslim countries will have to ban Quantum Mechanics because it makes all humans “The Allah (SWT)**, bearing none. Al-Hallaj was beheaded in 922 A.D. for just claiming “I am the Truth”, and not “I am the Observer” or “I am Allah”.

But I assure you, we are precisely That: Tat Tvam Asi! Quantum Mechanics gives the irrefutable scientific foundation on which Tat Tvam Asi will triumph in Bharata Maha, and lay to waste the Evening Empires of both the Marlboro and Mughal marauders.

So it is critical for HALF THE SKY understand that 2050 is shaping 2020. As I said, THE MOTHER is the Observer and Consciousness of Quantum Mechanics. THE MOTHER will always triumph in any battle, cosmic or otherwise because, according to the science of the last 100 years, the future influences the past.

Jai Mata Di!

**Except for Sunshine, Shri Mataji was hardly discussed at home. Without Lalita attaining a sound university education, the future looked grim. So Lalita is today getting quite a shock as to what transpired while she burnt the midnight oil.
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